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Introduction

C

ommerce between Mexico and China was around USD 100 billion in 2019. For
Mexico, China is the second largest world trading partner. For China, Mexico is its
second biggest business partner in Latin America.
This survey was conducted between June 19 to July 3, 2020, for the open public
participation of the Mexican-Chinese business community in China and Mexico, and
members of the Mexican Chamber of Commerce in China. Over 200 respondents
completed the survey.
The main goal of this survey is to function as a tool, not only trying to measure the
impact of the pandemic of the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19
in Mexico-China business relations, but also to provide a general assessment and
perceptions of the involved business community about common experiences and
measures taken in their businesses and companies to navigate this challenging and
difficult period.
With that in mind, the present survey was prepared to be short and precise, composing
on 18 questions divided in 3 categories: business profile of respondents, impact of
COVID-19 pandemic and future perspectives.

Juan Manuel Rojas Cárdenas
Head of the Project Survey on the Impact of Covid-19 on Mexican-Chinese business
and trade relations

Business profile of respondets
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• Half of respondents of the Mexican-Chinese business community that participated
in this survey run operations or established business in both countries, while the other
half in only one of the two countries.
• In Mexico, business operations of respondents mainly concentrate in Central Mexico
and the Bajío region.
• In China, respondents’ businesses locate in almost an equal distribution between
Northeast China and Southeast China.
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Data About Companies
Where does your company have operations?
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If your answer in China or Both, in which Chinese
region is your business operations located?
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If you answer in Mexico or both, in which Mexican
region is your business operation located?
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How many employees does your compay have?
•
The most common definition of
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
(SMEs) by the number of employees
is those businesses with less than 250
employees. If following this measure,
most of the respondents that are part
of the Mexican-Chinese business
community would classify as SMEs.
•
While most respondents operate
business of 1 to 5 employees, the
following biggest group are those
businesses that report to be composed
by 100 employees or more.
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•
The Mexican-Chinese business community is very varied according to the type of industry or
activity they participate in. The majority of businesses conform those conducting a type of service,
followed by those in the commerce of consumer products and retail and in the agribusiness sector.
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•
Understanding the vast majority of business in Mexico are located in the Central Bajío region,
most businesses of the Mexican-Chinese business located in this region are also focused in Services
(27%), Consumer Products and Retail (20%), Technology and R&D (15%), and Agribusiness (15%).

•
While in China, Northeast China businesses part of the Mexican-China business community
focus in Services (30%), followed by the Automotive and Transportation Vehicles Industry (15%). In
third place, the Hospitality and Leisure and Technology and R&D, both in equal numbers (10%).
•
For Southeast China, the vast majority of respondent businesses work in the Consumer Products
and Retail sector (37%), second most common being Technology and R&D (21%) and followed by
Agribusiness (16%).
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Efects of Covid-19 pandemic outbreak
What was the forecast for yout business before the novel Covid-19 outbreak
(December 2019 - Early January 2020)?
•
Before the reported
outbreak of the novel
coronavirus in the Chinese
city of Wuhan, most of the
businesses responding to
this survey had a forecast
of growth of by 10% or
more.

Until today, to what extent the worldwide pandemic and its effects (effects on suppliers, your own
company, your clients, and measurements of control- prevention enforced by governments) have
impacted your company’s revenue in the first half of 2020?

•
Nevertheless, by
the present day, most
respondents report a
decrease of revenue of
more than 20% or still
not able to assess.

What is the level of impact your business operations affected from Covid-19?
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•
In
general,
respondents
of
the
Mexican-China business
community
have
the
shared experience and
perception that the impact
on
their
businesses
caused by the pandemic
of COVID-19 has been
high.

High impact

100%
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•
The
businesses
community
the same
pandemic.

main challenges of
of the Mexican-Chinese
have not remained
during the COVID-19

•
From the beginning of the
outbreak of COVID-19 in January to
mid-March, businesses operations
were asked to point out the main five
problems they faced.
•
Uncertainty for investment,
the inability for business members
to travel between both countries,
and the cash/financial challenges
caused most likely due to the stop
of operations, can be said to be
main constant issues the MexicanChinese
business
community
continue to face.

By number of selections, the main challenges were to be:
1. Stop of Production and Operations (42%)
2. Global Travel Disruption (35%)
3. Logistic Services Disruption in China (35%)
4. Uncertainty to make business or investment decisions (32%)
5. Cash Flow/Financial Challenges (32%).

Nevertheless, from mid-March to present day, challenges
changed, mentioned as:
1. Uncertainty to make business or investment decisions (47%)
2. Global Travel Disruption (43%)
3. Cash Flow/Financial Challenges (36.92%)
4. Stop of Production and Operations (28%)
5. Increased cost of International Transportation (26.15%)

Uncertainty to make business or investment decisions
Global travel disruption
Cash flow /financial challenges
Stop of production or operations
Increases cost of international transportation
Logistics services disruption in China
Logistics services disruption in Mexico
Inability to meet deadlines/ Delayed orders
Staff shortage
Lack of supplies by your suppliers
Difficulty to meet health safety government requirements to continue operations
Increased cost of production and operations
Lack of digital software infrastructure for remote operations

www.mexcham.org

Cost of HR compliance
Reduced tourism from China to Mexico
January-March

Lay-offs

March- Today

Reduced tourism from Mexico to China
Others
0%
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•
Respondents reacted to the emergency of COVID-19 by taking and array of measures. Asking
them to select the main 5 measures taken to face the business challenges brought by COVID-19,
answers were:
What actions/measures your company has taken? (select up to 5 options)

How it has been the productivity of work-from-home compared to
normal working at office?
•
A common respond during
both Mexican and Chinese
Governments application of
quarantine measure was “Remote
Working / Working from Home”.
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•
90% of respondents
mentioned they applied “work-fromhome” measures. Asked about if
they perceived changes on their
business productivity compared to
working from an office space, most
respondents report “Not too much
changes” perceived:

Less productive

Future perspectives on the Mexico-China trade
and business relations
What challenges you could think now will be more important for China-Mexico business and trade
relations? (select up to 5 options)
World economic crisis as aftereffect of Covid-19 emergency

•
Respondents
concur that the World
Economic Crisis,
Inconsistency of
Global Travel and Visa
Restrictions are among
the main challenges the
Mexico-China business
and trade relations will
be facing.

Global travel inconsistency

Visa restrictions

Less demand of my product/service in my market

Currency fluctuation

Government & lega environmentl

Rise of costs of transportation logistics

Rise of costs of production

More competitors in my market
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Do you plan to adjust your company’s 2020 target?
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•
On the face of
these challenges that
businesses continue
to address, most
respondents have
decided to lower their
business yearly target
in some degree for
remaining of 2020:

How the Covid-19 crisis has impacted your long term (1-5 years) business strategy with China?
•
Most respondents have yet to decide
what will be the full impact in the China-Mexico
business strategy. As illustrated, uncertainty can
be a blocking factor for future investments in
both countries.

Too soon to tell

Delaying or canceling investment decisions

No impact

Others

•
But with more than half of respondents
mentioning believing China-Mexico business
relationship will improve, the continuing faith
in business and trade between both countries
remain to be a force for future growth.

Looking for other suppliers outside of China

Considering exiting China’s market
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What is your personal feeling about the future of China-Mexico business and trade relation?
•
The majority of the
respondents are positive
that the future of ChinaMexico business and trade
relations will improve.
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What is your personal feeling about the future of China-Mexico business and trade relation?
This was an open question; the most repeated
answers are summarized as follows:
The cut of the import taxes in both sides
and some restrictions.
More sanitary protocols shall be approved
for exporting product that at the moment cannot
be exported, as well as more companies shall
be authorized for those sanitary protocols
that already approved, then bilateral trade will
increase even more.
Mexico needs to design a tailor-made
strategy for attracting Chinese Foreign Direct
Investment and set a special team for its
execution
Set a public agenda 2020-2024 from the
perspective of Mexico regarding China that at
the moment does not exist openly.
Authorities need to listen more to the
Sino-Mexican Scholars.

Set a program and budget for supporting
exports from SME.
A Public debate for the endorsement of
the Belt and Road Initiative and the access to
AIIB.
Re-design an updated agenda and
policies for easy travel restriction and reestablish
direct flights between both countries.
Design new policies for reducing inland
logistics cost within Mexico.
Increase involvement of local community
of Mexican professionals and private
organizations in China in relevant activities as
support of government efforts,
More information and mechanisms to take
advantage of cross-boarding e-Commerce trough
Chinese trading platforms.
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Conclusions and Key Findings
The business and trade relationships between Mexico and China, as has happened with most of
economic activities and industries around the world, have been highly affected by the disruption of the
appearance of COVID-19. Some of the key results from the Survey as follows:

- Most of the respondents operates
Northeast and Southeast China and
Central Mexico
- Large majority of the respondents
are SMEs (less 250 employees).
- The main sectors for the respondents
are: Services (27%), Consumer Products
and Retail (20%), Technology and R&D
(15%), and Agribusiness (15%).
- Before the reported outbreak of the
novel coronavirus in Wuhan, most of the
businesses responding to this survey
had a forecast of growth of by 10%
or more. Nevertheless, by July 2020
most respondents report a decrease of
revenue of more than 20% or still not
able to assess.

www.mexcham.org

- Respondents of the Mexican-China
business community have the shared
experience and perception that the
impact on their businesses caused by the
pandemic of COVID-19 has been high.
- The main challenges of businesses
of the Mexican-Chinese community
have not remain the same during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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- The main problems faced by the
respondents from the beginning of the
outbreak of COVID-19 in January to
mid-March were the following: i) stop
of Production and Operations, ii) global
Travel Disruption, iii) logistic Services
Disruption in China, iv) uncertainty to
make business or investment decisions
and v) cash Flow/Financial Challenges.
- The main problems faced by the
respondents from mid-March to present
were the following: i) Uncertainty to make
business or investment decisions, ii) global
Travel Disruption, iii) cash Flow/Financial
Challenges, iv) Stop of Production and
Operations and v) Increased cost of
International Transportation.
- A common respond during both
Mexican and Chinese Governments
application of quarantine measure
was “Remote Working / Working from
Home”. Large majority of respondents
mentioned they applied “work-fromhome” measures.
- Respondents concur that the world
economic crisis, inconsistency of global
travel and visa restrictions are among
the main challenges the Mexico-China
business and trade relations will be
facing.
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- On the face of these challenges that
businesses continue to address, most
respondents have decided to lower their
business yearly target in some degree
for remaining of 2020.
- Most respondents have yet to decided
what will be the full impact in the ChinaMexico business strategy. But with more
than half of respondents mentioning
believing
China-Mexico
business
relationship will improve, the continuing
faith in business and trade between both
countries remain to be a force for future
growth.
-Among the actions suggested to both
goverments to improve China-Mexico
business and trade relations are the
following: i) the cut of the import taxes
in both sides, ii) more sanitary protocols
shall be approved for exporting product
that at the moment cannot be exported,
as well as more companies shall be
authorized for those sanitary protocols

that already approved, then bilateral
trade will increase even more, iii) Mexico
needs to design a tailor-made strategy
for attracting Chinese Foreign Direct
Investment and set a special team for its
execution, iv) set a public agenda 20202024 from the perspective of Mexico
regarding China that at the moment does
not exist openly, v) set a program and
budget for supporting exports from SME,
vi) a Public debate for the endorsement of
the Belt and Road Initiative and the access
to AIIB, vii) re-design an updated agenda
and policies for easy travel restriction
and reestablish direct flights between
both countries, viii) design new policies
for reducing inland logistics cost within
Mexico, ix) increase involvement of local
community of Mexican professionals and
private organizations in China in relevant
activities as support of government
efforts and x) more information and
mechanisms to take advantage of crossboarding e-Commerce trough Chinese
trading platforms.

Disclaimer
The survey does not reflect the views of the Mexican Chamber of Commerce in China, only
reflects the views of the interviewers of this survey.
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About MEXCHAM
The Mexican Chamber of Commerce in China (MEXCHAM) is a private organization incorporated
since 2007 with HQ in Beijing. MEXCHAM aims to foster the bilateral trade and investments
between Mexico and China.
MEXCHAM believes in:
Innovation and Competition.
Economic Development and Business Dialogue
Human Capital Development and Team work
Integrity and Excellence
Strategy and Communication
Quality Standards and adaptability.
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Contact, contribution and comments:
联系方式，咨询及建议：
bj.info@mexcham.org
www. mexcham.org
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